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 auralic aureon digital rex dd&b se-1 jackson metaltec zuverlense m-u-a oxford xl co-ax m-s-j-d (dj) add a subwoofer support a
lot of streaming services like pandora youtube and so on. I have no experience with the other brands and for the ones I have
tested (ie b&h,universal) they are not as powerful as the m-u-a brand. I have found them to be much cleaner than the other

brands (disco dsp). the rest (djaddict,linex,etc) dont have an answer for me. Your amp might be great, but its a $150 amplifier.
You want a sub (or four), and a receiver. You'll be happy with the pre-amp ($130-150) and two (or more) good receivers.

Aftermarket subs and amps are often better than the stock ones. You can see this especially in large rooms. Having said that,
there are pros and cons to the stock designs. If you're starting a new install from scratch, it's pretty easy to do, but it may be

expensive, and you'd want to know exactly what you're buying. It's not at all a low-end system, but it might not be a high-end
system either. Take a look at NHT builds for $500 and over. You can also do an online search for "Dynaudio DIY subwoofer" if

you'd like to build yourself. (Usually the base model includes the speakers, wiring, and the amp). All of the major brands of
speakers you mentioned make subs too. You may be able to build your own custom crossover. You'll need to buy a driver and

enclosure, which is about $250 for a full range and $200 for a sub, plus speaker wire and a receiver (probably a 5-channel
digital amp or better). What kind of music do you like? The sub will be your biggest investment. If your music doesn't have

enough bass, or you have a problem with your system (like an unbalanced amp), your sub can be the easiest thing to upgrade,
and potentially the most expensive. I'm not sure if there's a crossover driver type. Honestly, you'll probably do more good for

your wallet by spending that extra money on a good amp, 520fdb1ae7
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